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Bush: A Free Ride On The Wave Of Change? 
by Eric Pelofsky 

Someone once said President Bush was born on third base, but thinks h~ hit a 
triple. That someone was right. George is all smiles about his high approval ratings. The 
Russian bear has been partially declawed, the Panamanian scourge has been jailed, and 
the Republican "Prosperity" is still intact. All of this because ofBush? No, the only way 
Bush got from the batter's box to his current residence on third base is luck. 

Take for example the dynamic changes occurring in Eastern Europe and the USSR. 
Communist parties have been stripped 
of their power in countries across East
ern Europe. Reunification of the two 
German republics is imminent. Presi
dent Mikhail Gorbachev led his own 
Communist party to a surrender of the 
constitutional authority to be the single 
guiding force in the USSR. Bush was 
responsible for none of these events. 
Specifically, on February 13, Soviet 
Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze 
accepted an American proposal which 
would allow the Americans to garrison 
Western Europe with 225,000 troops 
while the USSR could only deploy 
195,000 in Eastern Europe. The politi
cal victory for Bush was three-fold. 
First, Bush's offer was made in his 
State of Union address and thus Soviet 
acceptance was elevated to correspond 
to the significance of the speech. Sec
ond, the USSR has accepted, without 
alteration, unequal troop levels, throw
ing the idea of parity out the window. 
Third, the Soviet government connotes 
a sense of public disarray because only 
four days earlier the American offer 
had been rejected entirely. Yet, the 
question remains ... can Bush accurately 
claim responsibility for pulling con
cessions out of the Russian bear? 

Events suggest that this claim is far
fetched. The desire for the withdrawal 
of Soviet troops from Eastern Europe 
(numbering some 560,000) is not solely 
American.' In fact, both Hungary and 
Czechoslovakia have asked the USSR 
to withdraw all Soviet troops from 
their countries and are currently nego
tiating to that end. In the case of 
Czechoslovakia, the~ York~ 
(2-16-90) reports that Soviet troops 
should be out by midyear of 1991. 
Western diplomats have termed Gor-
bachev' s agreement to Bush's terms as 
a "surprise".~YQ!:k~ 2-16-
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90) Not much planning on Bush's part is implied in the word "surprise". This victory 
was handed to the President 

Some say that Bush should be credited with the fact that the economy has not slid into 
a recession. Yet, most of the work on this issue was done down at the Federal Reserve 
and Bush has had very little effect on Alan Greenspan' s backyard. In fact, Greenspan 
admitted that the White House had tried to cajole him into lowering interest rates.<N.YI. 
1-31-90) Bush's luck lies in the fact that Greenspan is not a White House yes-man. The 
soft landing is continuing with GNP growth in the last quarter of 1989 characterized as 
"meager". Bush is also lucky that the deficit has yet to become unmanageable or, at the 
very least, conspicuously threatening. As the fiscal year 1991 budget is prepared, Bush 
may need more of that luck. The stock market is very jumpy with the demise of Drexel 
and could deal out another Black Monday. Bush better hang on to whatever rabbit's foot 
he has; otherwise the economy could easily slip. 

With the midterm 1990elections coming up, President Bush will probably be looking 
to his US-USSR successes to shore up his party in the Senate and the House. As long 
as Gorbachev is still in trouble, Bush will have something to tout to the American people. 
Third base looks mighty comfortable right now. If his luck holds, he may get to stay 
there. But if not .. 

by Fritz G. Kaegi 
Realizing that no politician is completely immune to the actions of others, it is more 

than fair to say that George Bush has earned the 70% approval rating he now carries. Luck 
is essentially preparation and expertise meeting with opportunity. Given the openings 
afforded his administration, Bush has made extensive use of the Presidency to advance 
his domestic agenda at home and the interests of the United States abroad. 

Bush's success on foreign policy greatly exceeds what one would expect from a static 
President. Sure, he's fortunate to be 
presiding over the decaying of the 
Soviet empire, the revolutions in 
Eastern Europe, and the miraculous 
unificationofGermany,buthe'staken 
all of these events and is in the proc-
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ess of extracting as much as we could 
expect from them. Consider the ad
ministrations actions in setting levels 
for US and Soviet troops in Europe. 
The administration's unrelenting in
sistence on asymmetrical cuts on both 
sides is leading to a very attractive 
(for the United States) agreement on 
conventional troops. At first, the 
Soviet Union claimed that the amount 
of troops withdrawn by each side had 
to be equal; if they had to take out 
100,000, so did we. The administra
.tion stood by the principle of asym
metry forging an agreement which 
allows us to station 30,000 more 
troops than the Russians will. This 
astounding concession will lead to a 
Conventional Forces in Europe (CFE) 
treaty that is much better than any we 
could have expected from a do-noth-
ing President. 

This is not an isolated affair. 
Rather than stand idly by and act on 
ephemeral impulses, Bush is taking 
advantage of the American position 
to extract the best possible accords on 
most strategic issues. The admini
stration hasn't rushed into a ST ART 
(Strategic Arms Talks. Hey, I didn't 
invent the acronym.) agreement with 
alotofbigflaws,asCarterdidin 1979 
with the SALT II treaty. Bush's 
negotiating guidelines are slowly but 
surly molding a strong ST ART agree
ment that will cover a wide range of 
issues without making any real big 
concessions on naval arms or strate
gic defense. Bush resisted pressures 
to prematurely grant economic con-

cessions to the Soviet Union last summer, and his steadfastness paid off at the Malta 
Summit. Bush finally offered a lucrative economic package to the USSR and we're 
starting to see the rewards in terms of arms, the unification of Germany, and Soviet 
support for Third World dictatorships. Bush has "created" his own luck by extracting a 
maximum amount of benefits from diplomatic openings that would not necessarily 
guarantee agreement. 
Bush has been on the offensive in many other areas of foreign policy. While the rest of 
the world has essentially been ignoring the issue, Bush is continually pressing for a world 
treaty on chemical arms. Secretary of State Baker was instrumental in forming the "two 
plus four" (the two Germanies and the US, USSR, UK, and France) arrangement that will 
reshape Germany. Of course, there's also the Panama invasion. It wasn't the bravest 
thing in the world to do, but it also wasn't inevitable. That it was carried off so smoothly 
(as compared with the bungling of the Grenada invasion) is yet another indication of the 
careful planning that surrounds most Bush initiatives. Most importantly, Bush and the 
State Department have done a good job in maintaining the unity of NATO in the face of 
all of these changes. An acquiescent President could never have done all of this. 

continued on M2 



Bush's Policy In Communist China Reviewing 
by Mike Cojerian 
Beijing, June 1989: Thousands of students lie dead in 

Tiananmen Square. A peaceful protest by millions of Chi
nese citizens demanding democracy and freedom of ex
pression is violently repressed. Soldiers roam through the 
city shooting at random targets. Bodies are taken by soldiers 
and burned before they can be identified and added to the 
mounting death toll. The world is outraged. 

Beijing, July 1989: Bush advisor Brent Scowcroft is 
sent on a secret diplomatic mission to China to assure 
continued U.S. support for China. He meets with, among 
others, Deng Xioping and Lee Peng, the two leaders who 
organized and ordered the Tiananmen massacre. 

U.S . President George Bush's controversial China pol
icy has been one that has drawn criticism from Democrats 
and Republicans alike. His refusal to harshly punish China's 
government for the massacre and subsequent crack-down 
on the student's democratic refonn movement has been one 
of the most highly questionable aspects of his policy, 
foreign or domestic. What are his reasons for this? To 
analyze the events that have shaped Bush's foreign policy 
in China, we must examine the events that have occurred 
involving China during his tenn. 

The major catalyst in the refonn movement was the 
anticipated visit of the founder of the communist reform 
movement, Michel Gorbachev. This visit, which occurred 
in mid-May was accompanied massive press coverage. 
Seeing an opportunity to gain world attention, students 
made bold moves. Thousands of students camped out in the 
heart of the Beijing, Tiananmen Square. Hundreds started 
a hunger strike. This hunger strike captured the attention of 
Beijing residents who flocked out in support of the students. 
Daily protests swelled to millions of people. Media em
ployees, factory workers, housewives, all joined students in 
calling for democracy. The protest movement also gained 
headlines around the world. The Sino-Soviet summit took 
a back seat to the daily protests. 

After Gorbachev's visit, the Chinese leadership, having 
seen enough, declared a state of martial law in Beijing, 
ordering students to clear the square and ordering workers 

Head Start: A Stepln 
The Right Direction 

ny t'atrick Boyce 
President George Bush has been criticized for failing to 

take initiative in addressing serious domestic problems. 
However, one of the thousand points oflight which he spoke 
of in his campaign is the education program entitled Head 
Start. During the Reagan years funding for education was 
severely cut but now Bush who is the self-proclaimed 
"education President" is detennined to show he is willing 
and able to fight the falling quality of America's educational 
system. Bush said, "When it comes to hope and the future, 
every kid is the same: full of dreams, ready to take on the 
world." Head Start just may be the program to provide a 
good beginning education for many of the nation's poorest 
children. 

Essentially what Head Start does is to place some of the 
nation's poorest 4-year-olds in caring environments more 
conducive to learning. The H'ead Start program has been in 
effect for 25 years and its results are astonishing. The 
graduates of the program have a much greater advantage in 
obtaining jobs, receiving high school diplomas, and attend
ing college. Even though some argue the results are less 
than brilliant, we must recognize the commonly poor family 
life and neighborhoods in which these children live. 

Bush has been lucky in that the effectiveness of Head 
Start has overshadowed the cuts he he has made in student 
aid and other programs. Bush has recently called for a $500 
million increase to bring funding of Head Start up to $2 
billion. The increase will allow the program to accommo
date an additional 180,000 children to the current numberof 
450,000 children. 

Bush's call for an increase shows that what he said in 
his inaugural, "they (the children) are the very future offree
dom" is not simply rhetoric. However, many critics argue 
the increase does not go far enough, saying the program 
could use even more money for increasing salaries of 
teachers, building better facilities, and allowing more chil
dren to attend. It is true Bush's budget for education does 

back into the factories. At first the order was scoffed at. 
Initial attempts to send in troops to quell the protests were 
unsuccessful. People mobbed the streets, halting the flow of 
military vehicles towards Tiananmen Square. Military lead
ers refused to attack the students. Finally Deng decided it 
was time to take drastic action. He mobilized troops from 
China's western provinces. These troops had no knowledge 
of the nature of the protests. They were told they were going 
to crush a violent, bourgeois rebellion. During the early 
morning hours they moved into Beijing, and forcefully 
occupied the square. A reign of terror was to follow for 
China's citizens. 

Immediately following the incident, Bush strongly con
demned calling it a "tragedy," He also added that his admini
stration would examine the possible actions to be taken. 
Immediate action stopped the sale of technical equipment to 
the Chinese military, but nothing else. In July Bush sent 
advisor Brent Scowcroft to China to assure the Chinese 
leadership of continued ties between the U.S. and China. 

Earlier this year, president continued his gloved hand 
approach to China. He vetoed a bill which would have 
granted extended visas to the40,000 Chinese students study
ing in the U.S .. When Congress tried to override this veto, 
Bush applied enormous pressure on Senate Republicans and 
convinced enough to stop the override from gaining the 67 
votes needed to pass. Bush assured the Congress that "no 
student will be forced to leave China against his will." He 
said that he would extent visas with executive authority. He 
didn't want the U.S. to do anything to anger Chinese authori
ties. 

Bush also applauded the removal of martial law from 
Beijing. Martial law was ended in January. He called it "a 
very sound step." What Bush did not recognize (at least not 
publicly) was that the removal of People's Anny troops was 
accompanied by an equal reinforcement of police troops and 
that most of the repressive laws of martial law had been 
encoded into Beijing civic law. This "very sound step" was 
described by ranking Republican House Foreign Affairs 
Committee leader William Dromfield as "blue smoke and 

not even keep pace with inflation which is why many 
Ami:'.ricans feel he is all talk md no action, but programs with 
the results of Head Start <re essential in improving the 
education and lives of many in times of shrinking available 
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mirrors." 
Why does Bush remain so against dramatic action 

against the Chinese government in the face of all of this 
evidence? The answerto that lies in Bush's past As am bas
sador to China during the post Cultural Revolution era, 
Bush saw the original benefits of Western influence in 
China. He feels that W estem influence is behind the recent 
uprising. Certainly he is right Who could forget the "God
dess of Democracy" erected by students in Tiananmen? 
There certainly were dramatic similarities between that and 
our own Statue of Liberty. The students ofTiananmen were 
also using Western philosophy as a backing for their 
beliefs. Reporters in China during the uprising noted that 
students quoted Rousseau, Locke, Jefferson among a pleth
ora of the founders of modem democratic theory. 

Bush's reasoning is that removing all Western influ
ence now will once again isolate China He feels that a 
gentle policy towards China will result in quicker normali
zation of China, with. more concessions by the Chinese. 
These premises must be challenged, however. Not doing 
anything against the Chinese leadership aligns Bush, by 
association, with the leadership responsible for the murder 
of thousands of its own people. Is this the message Bush 
wants to send? If as Bush believes, that China will respond 
to U.S. kindness, then where are the results? It has already 
been seven months since the massacre and the Chinese has 
yet to make any real changes in the harsh system it imple
mented. 

In his foreign policy towards China, Bush has alienated 
himself from Congress and both the American and Chinese 
people. He is banking that soft words will be more effective 
in achieving refonn than angry cries for revenge. His 
detractors say that Bush is shying away from taking a 
strong stance against his fonner diplomatic cronies. Unless 
events in China change soon, Bush is likely to face an ever
growing wall of criticism which may threaten his now- sky
rocketing popularity. 

federal funds. Privately funded programs, such as Teach 
for America and The Essential School System, in addition 
to the Head Start program are a step in the right direction, 
but more funding and more innovative programs are needed. 
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Presidency 
Viewpoint: George Bush On Panama 

byKarl von Schriltz 
George Bush is looked upon by many as a thinking 

president, as opposed to Reagan's functional fixedness. 
Has this cerebral activity translated into a more enlightened 
Central American policy? Some see his invasion of Panama 
as the continuation of Reagan's good guy-bad guy school of 
interventionism. With the righteous forces once again 
vanquishing tyranny, Bush can kick back and watch his 
approval ratings soar. However, the approach Bush has 
taken to Central America, and the Panama invasion, both 
reflects and diverges from the stodgy "Reagan Doctrine" of 
emphasizing and supporting anti-communist rebels. While 
comparably progressive policies are publicly touted, much 
remains unchanged. 

Bush is still committed to his predecessor's goals in 
Central America, namely democratization, cessation of 
Soviet-sponsored subversion, and the "taming" of Nicara
gua through truly free elections. He remains devout in his 
belief in a Nicaraguan-Cuban-Soviet conspiracy to desta
bilize the region through arms shipments to rabble-rousers 
in Guatemala. El Salvador, and Honduras. 

The invasion of Panama illustrates the apparent hybrid 
of the Reganesque interventionist approach and Bush's 
own new "kinder, gentler" approach. Upon his inheritance 
of the Noriega problem, Bush was seemingly determined to 
settle the matter peacefully. When asked of a possible 
military intervention in 1988, he explained, "that's not the 
way I plan to conduct the military or foreign affairs of this 
country." Instead, he applied diplomatic pressure through 
the OAS while twice conducting secret negotiations which 
would have annulled Noriega' s extradition in exchange for 
Noriega's removal. These overtures unheeded, Bush ap
plied misguided economic pressure which only destroyed 
Panama's economy while leaving Noriega's private army, 
the Panamanian Defence Forces (PDF), nonplussed. Bush's 
reticence to using force is further illustrated by his lack of 
military support for the two attempted coups, a move widely 
criticized by Congressional critics. 

At the end of 1989, however, America's vital interests 
were being threatened and Bush was beginning to seem 
impotent in the face of events spiraling out of control. The 
canal was to be handed over to the illegitimate Noriega on 
January first via the 1979 Canal Treaty, one plainclothes 

Commentary Continued From Ml 
The domestic problems that face George Bush will never be 
solved in one year. The main problems that confront him 
(education, economic competitiveness, drugs/urban degra
dation, the environment, and the budget deficit) are all 
daunting problems that most Presidents (especially Reagan) 
would avoid addressing. Bush is laying the groundwork for 
a four-year (and possibly eight-year) fight against these 
problems . . At the same time, he has limited financial re
sources to address them. Bush spent as much time dealing 
with these issues as the budget apd his position give him. 

The problem with education is not really money, as Bush 
realizes. In terms of dollars spent per pupil, the US is first 
or second in the world, depending on the inclusion of higher 
education in your calculations. Bush is taking a rational 
approach to the issue by first establishing goals, and then 
pushing ahead with legislation. Bush listed among his goals 
in the State of the Union address a 90% high school 
graduation rate, a top world ranking in math and science 
education, and universal literacy. Such goals may eventu
ally doom him, but setting the sights for a rejuvenation of 
education is both a necessary and comageous act that must 
be taken. This year Bush also expanded Head Start to 
include more children and gathered together with the na
tion's governors at the "education summit" to plan a na
tional education policy. The Education Excellence Act is a 
first step towards the goals Bush established. Clearly, what 
Bush is doing is building a foundation for more legislation 
and reforms to come. 

The issue of drugs (inextricably linked with the prob
lems of urban poverty) is the most daunting facing Bush. He 
continued to increase the scope of the 1988 welfare reform 
legislation, which will begin to make the system· more 

American serviceman was killed by the PDF when his car 
strayed near Noriega's offices, and after being voted "head 
of state", Noriega declared that a "state of war" existed 
between the U.S. and Panama. After this disturbing decla
ration, reports from a reliable mole in Noriega's govern
ment told of a special urban guerilla unit trained to attack 
American neighborhoods. When a U.S. serviceman and his 
wife were abducte--d and tortured by the PDF, Bush made 
the decision to eriidicate the Panamanian Defense Forces 
and bring Noriega to justice via military invasion. 

Legal justification for the invasion boiled down to 
America's right to protect its citizens under international 
law and its right to defend the Panama Canal under the 1979 
Canal Treaty. While the canal was only in danger of being 
handed to an illegitimate government, Bush had reason to 
believe that the 30,000 Americans in Panama were threat
ened. 

Bush's desire to spread democracy and the free market 
system throughout Central America should be coupled with 
a de-emphasis on communist conspiracy and a willingness 
to accept Central American initiatives in the region. He 
should realize that rebel movements in Guatemala and El 
Salvador are indigenous responses to real grievances born 
of the abject poverty of those nations. Only with the 
construction of stable democratic institutions behind which 
the entire nation can stand and armed forces accepting of 
civilian rule can Central American nations effectively ef
fect change through elections. Thus, while El Salvador and 
Guatemala may seem to have fair elections, these are 
ineffective in the context of impot~nt democratic institu
tions and oligarchic control of the economy. Bush's The 
subversion of these nations cannot be halted by subverting 
Nicaragua, but perhaps only through honest adherence to 
the Esquipulas II plan for democratization and national 
conciliation. Bush's entreaty that , "The day of the dictator 
is over. The people's right to democracy must not be 
denied," should include all Central American nations, not 
just those which thumb their noses at the United States. 
Bush'squalified supportoftheEsquipulas Il plan, his desire 
for bipartisanship, and his reluctance to resort to military 
intervention in Panama indicate a new pragmatism, but he 
ought to shed his cold warrior inclinations and work with 
Central Americans, not on them. 

equitable for low-income recipients. In an era of fiscal 
stinginess Bush pushed through Congress a 69% boost in 
drug-related expenditures and 12% increase in funds for 
treaunent This new funding allowed the government to add 
377 new DEA agents and 700 new drug prosecutors. For 
these new resources to take effect will require time. Bush is 
also fighting drugs in other ways: his national speech on 
drugs helped continue the hardening of the public's attitude 
towards them; he enlisted the Defense Department in the 
"war on drugs;" he adopted the use of enterprise zones in 
rejuvenating depressed urban areas; and he assisted Colom
bia in its crackdown on drugs. Say what you will, but Bush 
is certainly not standing id! y by as Reagan did when drug use 
rose. 

The only area where Bush has big problems is the budget 
deficit By quickly obtaining arms agreements with the 
Soviet Union he'll be able spend the money saved towards 
the deficit. While he has had a number of opportunities, 
Bush has made his own success by making the appropriate 
responses, carefully planning his policies, and pushing on 
some issues even when not called for. His aggressiveness in 
dealing with the issues is the reason for his success. 

and 
America's Inner 

Cities 
by Thomas J. Roberts 

George Bush has claimed to be "haunted" by images of 
poverty and desperation in America's inner cities. Yet it is 
clear now that he is in office that improving conditions in 
urban ghettoes will be far from the top of his list of national 
priorities. America is too preoccupied with the death of 
Communism around the globe and negotiating an end to the 
Cold War to be tacking problems in the inner cities in 
earnest, and the budget deficit puts a damper on any ambi
tious plans requiring money. If the aid comes not through 
a coordinated single policy, then they will come through his 
emphasis on other national policies, from the Drug War to 
education to AIDS. 

One ofBush's big ticket, high priority issues is the War 
on Drugs, and the well acknowledged domestic battle
ground is the inner city. Bush has devoted close to eight 
billion dollars to the task, and the lion's share of the money 
will go to law enforcement. Critics charge that this "get 
tough" attitude gives too little for prevention, and not nearly 
enough for treaunent and rehabilitation. However, impris
onment is currently the fashionable and politically popular 
approach. Yet despite tougher law enforcement, drug 
related violence shows no signs of being conquered. Less 
visible than drug violence but as equally devastating are the 
effects of drugs on the users themselves. Cheap and 
addictive crack has ruined countless lives. The threat of 
AIDS, already great where families are unstable and educa
tion about safe sex shaky at best, has also spread due to 
intravenous drug users sharing needles. Whether "just say 
no" and the long arm of the law will be capable of stemming 
the tide of inner city drug abuse is far from certain. 

Bush won rave reviews when he appointed former presi
dential candidate Jack Kemp to run HUD. Kemp is an 
ardent conservative, but also acknowledged as deeply con
cerned about homeless and urban renewal. Kemp has 
suggested the creation of tax free enterprise zones in the 
inner city to bring in businesses (and jobs), and has pushed .. 
for direct support of tenants through rental vouchers (as 
opposed to the past emphasis on subsidies through construc
tion and development subsidies). The problem, though, is 
money. The Economist estimated in Septemberof 1989 that 
even a minimal program of tenant vouchers would require 
an additional $11 billion dollars in HUD' s budget With the 
deficit, that kind of invesunent is unlikely to be undertaken. 
The situation at HUD is a microcosm for Bush's approach 
to the basic work that is needed to rebuild the inner city. 
Bush has some ideas, but is unable to spare the time or the 
money to act upon them. 

Will the Administration that the history books may 
credit with ending the Cold War also be known for letting 
the interiorof America's cities continue to slide into decay? 
The poor have a tendency to be neglected, and with global 
events of such magnitude taking place, there is a strong 
chance that that may continue. The "peace dividend," even 
if it is large, may not benefit the inner cities immediately. 
Aid to foreign nations and reducing the deficit look like 
stronger candidates. Yet "wars on poverty" seem to emerge 
out of either great depressions or great prosperity, and 
eventually ,if the Cold War does appear to be winding down, 
a renewed emphasis on America's cities may well emerge. 
For now Bush is exerting an influence on the inner city, 
primarily through the war on drugs, where the verdict has 
yet to be reached. The rest of his ideas concerning solving 
the problems of urban areas remains largely untested. 
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Successful Alums Looking Back 
by Rose Jeans writing course he took at Haverford. In addition, he was the_ 
Both Ann Rachal, Bryn Mawr Class of '79, and Steven _ managerof.theHaverfordradiostation-=-WHRC-forthree 

Bronstein, Haverford Class of '75, canattest to Theiact that years in a row. "We had a radio/drama show kind oflike 60 
a small, liberal arts college provides a strong foundation for Minutes. I learned how to produce and direct my own show, 
life in the REAL world. and also how to run an organization." 

Rachal, whomajoredinFrenchLiterature,isnowwork- WHRC fans, enthusiasts, and supporters (especially 
ing as a linguist for the Federal Department of Defense. those who listen on Monday nights from 11 p.m. 'til 1 a.m.) 
Working for the government is interesting, she says, but might be interested to know that Bronstein was the man 
sometimes when she tells people what she does for a living, responsible for moving the station from the second floor of 
she gets negative reactions. "Some folks look askance and the Music building to the Dining Center basement Unfor
ask me why I work for the government. But there are a lot tunately for today's WHRC listener, the signal is still 
ofpeoplewhoareverydedicated. Itdoesn'tsolveanything carried by underground wires. Alas, some things never 
to stand and point fingers." change. 

Although she is not able to comment on the specific Perhaps the most important thing-career-wise-that 
nature of her job, Rachal says that, as a woman, it would be could have happened to Bronstein in college (aside from his 
very easy to be overwhelmed by working for the govern- experience with the radio station) was interning at a Phila
ment Bryn Mawr, she claims, gave her the intellectual delphia television station three days a week during his 
self-confidence she needed tosucceedinanoccupationstill senior year. This, he claims, was truly how he got his start 
dominated by men. "The fact that you know how to write in the television/film business. 
really stands you in good stead." These days, Bronstein has moved on to bigger and better 

Bryn Mawr seems to have prepared her well for what things. He has directed such shows as The Mickey Mouse 
she is doing now. "When I think ofBryn Mawr, I don 'tjust Club. Rescue All, and Candid Camera. He has also written 
thinkaboutmyundergraduateyears. TheAlumnicommu- several sit-corns and produced a show called Hollywood 
nity is a very positive thing." According to Rachal, the ~. His latest project has been writing and producing a 
Alumni network in the Washington, D .C area is particuarl y children's show for his own company. 
strong and has influenced her life there quite a bit She Although Rachal and Bronstein have· very different 
considers herself a "Gung-ho Alum." lifestyles, they are similar in that they are both reaping the 

Bronstein, an independent Producer/Director/Writer benefits of their Bryn Mawr and Haverford educations. For 
in Los Angeles, is also very enthusiastic about his alma these two alums, the Bi-Co community most definitely has 
mater. An English/Creative Writing major, Bronstein provided a strong foundation for what will no doubt con
claims that a major influence on his career was a play- tinue to be very successful careers. 

Frightened Out Of A Field 
by Sabrina K. Pasztor 
What is it that prevents students from majoring in certain 

fields? Junior chemistry major Laura Fredenburgh feels it is 
primarily personal motivation and past experiences. "I am 
talented in the maths and sciences. It's not that I don't like 
to write, but I don't feel like I acheive as much as I do with 
the sciences. A lot of people take core science classes, and 
choose to major in something else because they will take 
sciences in med school anyway. It is also a personal thing, 
including experiences in high school and 

other events, including people looking at what they can 
do after they graduate. There's a security in being able to go 
on to a pre-professional school." 

English major Junior Kitty Turner stresses, however, 
that it is not solely where one's strengths or interests lie that 
determines what the choice for a major will be. Departmen
tal attitudes and involvement plays a dominant role as well. 
"When I was in high school, I planned to be biology and 
english major, and a chemistry minor. I took all advanced 
science courses in preparation. 

Then, I took a chemistry class at BMC: first semester 
was difficult but fine; the second semester, however, I had 
a disintere5ted and completely detached professor who in
sisted that if I had 

'come to talk to him earlier on in the semester, we could 

have worked it out. ' I had been in to see him on three 
previous occassions and he didn't even care to remember! 
A built-in failure system exists at Bryn Mawr in the sci
ences; dissatisfaction with the department is the main rea
son I decided to not major in the sciences. GPA also plays 
a great role in decisions ... the myth of 'external pressures' 
(post-graduate plans, parental and administrative influenc~. 
personal lifestyl~) is lli21 a myth - these pressures are alive 
and well at Bryn Mawr." 

Junior Philosophy-major Tricia Keelen adds that com
fortability with a major functions as a basis for interest in 
one area of concentration over another. " If an area of study 
is more familiar, you don't have to worry about getting the 
'basic ideas' down. I chose philosophy because I find it 
applicable and fun; and I won't get a chance to do it again in 
med-school. 

You may have a strength in a certain area before 
entering college, but personal study habits in college also 
have a lot to do with what your major will ultimately be, as 
does gender difference. Girls were always told that they 
were not 'good' in the sciences, and 'had' to major in 
something else. 

The science professors here don't do much to alleviate 
stress, unfortunately: the structure of the science depart
ments at the introductory levels is to weed-out students. " 

Choosing A 
____ . __ Major 

by Ann Tweedy 
While elsewhere, more and more college students are 

choosing majors that seem to insure either lucrative job 
opportunities or admittance into medical school, Bryn Mawr 
women are still choosing to major in subjects because they 
interest them, aceording to a number of recent interviews 
with students. Sophomore Andrea Bial affirms that her 
desire to "work in the.medical field" played no part in her 
decision to major in sociology. Instead, she says, she chose 
sociology because of" .. the enthusiasm of the professors" 
and because the idea of "studying people and then medical 
science and putting the two together .. " intrigued her. 

Although freshman Kimberley Mc~enzie also wants to 
go to graduate school and eventually open her own account
ing firm, she said she was choosing to major in math simply 
because she " . .likes it" "Math is fun," she added. McKen
zie insists that the potential to make money did not enter into 
her career choice either, pointing out that "accountants 
don't necessarily make much money.'' 

Even though Sophomore Ariel Kernis, on the other 
hand, does concede that her "interest in a career in law" 
maybe somewhat related to the capacity tO make money, 
she insists that her decision to double major in Political 
Science and Philosophy had nothing to do with potential to 
get into graduate school or any related reasons. "I would 
major in whatever I liked," she said. 

Freshemen Lucinda Davis echoes this point of view, 
saying that "it is twenty times more important (for her) to be 
happy in what(she is) .. doing than to make alotofmoney." 
Still unsure of her major, she expects to pick "something in 
the social sciences such as History, Political Science, Soci
ology, or perhaps an independent major" and eventually 
either" .. to work in the State Department or Foriegn Service 
or get married and defer working for a while." 

This ethic, prevalent among many Mawrtyrs, of choos
ing to major in subjects for their own sake is in sharp 
contrast to the present trend in other colleges and universi
ties across the nation, where, according to a recent article in 
THE CHRONICLE OF HIGHER EDUCATION, "it is 
increasingly difficult to persuade students that they can 
major in social sciences or liberal arts and still be admitted 
to graduate business programs or medical schools." 
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What Are You· ·Going To Do With English Anyway? 
by Cherly Kramer 
Pondering Poli sci. Reflecting on Religion. Contem- Bryn Mawr Senior Robyn Ruffer agrees that recruiters for a house museum like the Breakers, a former millionare' s 

plating the Classics. Mulling over your major. You've coming to the college, as well as interviewers from compa- mansion preserved as a museum. Even so, Martin does 
given it some serious thought and you've chosen your nies, are looking for people with liberal arts experience. admit that her chosen major does help her to get jobs in her 
major. So what are you going to do with that English (Cities, Very few businesses say " you need such and such a major potential career. Nonetheless, she will have to go to 
Anthro, Math) major and where is going to get you? to apply." Ruffer, a math major, is applying to "everything graduate school to get what she really wants. 

Most of us choose our major simply because we love the I'm semi-qoalified for," which includes actuary work to Everyone agrees that a major in our community will not 
subject. The assumption that bi-college students are choos- systems ~onsulting to management training programs. She train you the way a marketing or accounting major else
ing a certain major because their potential career demands brings up the fact that she didn't need a major in math to where would, but it does provide a framework to build upon. 
it is a false one. Says Grace Wong, a Bryn Mawr junior, "I apply for management programs because that is a skill she Haverford senior Daniel Ifcher explains"[ what I want to do] 
picked my major (biology) not because of med. school... but got from her liberal arts education. isn't directly related to my major in 'Growth and Structure 
because I just like learning the material. It's fascinating." Amy Martin, a Bryn Mawr junior, has somewhat differ- of Cities,' but the urban history and technical background 
As it turns out, Wong is planning to go to med. school, but entfeelingsaboutliberalarts. "Liberalartshasbeenahassle will help." 
that's because that is what she really wants to do Further- for me ... .I came here to major in art history-I knew I never Timothy Abbott is a senior English major who intends to 
more, Wong suggests that there is a trend now antong the wanted to be a science person,'' says Martin. She laments go into the publishing business. Abbott sums up the process 
medical schools to choose students with liberal arts back- the fact that a liberal arts undergraduate education doesn't perfectly. "[First] I loved English. Publishing came after. 
grounds not solely candidates from the sciences. allow students to specialize. Martin is interested in working It's something I can do because of English." 


